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About This Game

Grand Kokoro - Episode 1 Is a BxB tragic, drama, romance story told in the form of a Kinetic Visual Novel. This story is
about heartbreak, tragedy, acceptance, perseverance and mental health.

Our main character Elijah has to learn to deal with severe clinical depression and suicidal thoughts all while trying to have a
normal life. He wants to find someone who understands him, someone that loves him and that sees him as normal and not the

unstable mess he’s convinced he is.

Please have a look around, read our synopsis, watch our trailer and maybe even play our demo (which acts as our prologue) to
get a better idea of what Grand Kokoro – Episode 1 is all about.
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The once bright and beautiful city of Crown Crest is still trying to recover from a tragedy that happened almost five years ago.
This is when their most beloved symbol of unification, “The Colonnade,” collapsed. Once it fell it fractured the city of Crown

Crest, devastating hundreds of thousands of lives and creating a new social class of people – The SURs, or Survivors of
Colonnade.

That’s what Elijah Grand is – a SUR.

Your life is over once you’re labelled a SUR. You’re seen as untouchable, suicidal, diseased and infectious. You become the
carrier of “SUR fever,” a disease that rots the mind and causes hallucinations and suicidal thoughts. At least that’s what the

people of Crown Crest believe.
Elijah has spent the last five years running from his past and concealing his true nature. At first, running away was easy, but as

the days wore on, his memories of the day The Colonnade collapsed began to creep back into his life. Whenever he felt stressed,
excited or scared, his memories came rushing back and there was nothing he could do.

These “recalls” as his doctor calls them, are becoming more frequent, and they’re starting to disrupt his daily life. They’re
making him question his sanity.

Are these just recalls? Is it SUR Fever? Is SUR Fever real? Will anyone find out? Can I just be normal?

These are the thoughts and questions that run through Elijah’s head as he tries to live a normal life, while navigating through a
world he’s been absent from for over

five years.

Can he survive?

With the help of his two best friends, Lucien and Sebastian, he most certainly can; however they too carry a troublesome secret,
one that sees them put on a list of would-be victims. Sebastian has been able to keep Lucien and himself safe thanks to his

family’s power and influence, but there’s only so much that money and political ties can hide until the truth finally reveals itself.

Join Elijah, Lucien and Sebastian in “Grand Kokoro – Episode 1” as they unearth the secrets surrounding the collapse of The
Colonnade building, the powerful families known as “The Legacy’s,” and a political movement known as “The Pure,” which can

change everything.

“Being a SUR isn’t what you think it is.”

Gameplay: Roughly 4-5 hours.

Original Soundtrack: 20+ songs.

Kinetic Visual Novel w/limited choices - Choices do not affect the story.

Unique game flow: Go from kinetic to standard visual novel and back to kinetic.
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Romantic CG's: Romantic and somewhat risqué cg's can be found in-game.

Platform(s): Itch.io & Steam.

System(s): Windows.

Did you find a bug? Have some questions or comments? Well send us an email at contact@crowncrest.studio and we will get
back to you as soon as possible.

ATTN: This game does not allow fullscreen. This is the limitation of the engine we used to create the visual novel.

Follow us on Twitter @StCrownCrest to keep up-to-date on any new developments!
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A buggy game. Some given puzzles happen to be unsolvable (odd permutations, see Loyd's puzzles), while for the rest of the
puzzles, the game may even fail to check if the board has been solved. Also, there seems to be no cursor or keyboard control, so
clicking only.

Overall: 2\/10. not a helpfull review. but its how i feel about the game.. This game is awesome. A lot of depth really holds up
well against other newer VR titles. The commentary makes for a nice little story and the game can be challenging at times. Its a
lot of fun and well worth the price point. A must own if you have VR.

Gameplay is simple and reminds me a little bit of some of the old Nazi Zombie games with less movement.. this game is one big
glitch. all my other games are fine.. Plan to ask for a refund. It's a good game don't get me wrong......but for $19.99 it's lacking.
I wish it had a mode that you could just be at the station and it would just generate missions. You just play through the story line
and that is it. Maybe I'm being too picky but def. try to get this game when it goes on sale, don't feel like I quite got $20 worth.
It's fun to play games like this when you do it in real life!!. It would sound a lot better if I could download it.
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If you gave me a dollar for every child that complained this game had no multiplayer instead of realising this is a amazing game
and it gives you all the characters instead of wasting $1160 on Figures and discs.

I'd be a millionare.. essssssssplosims. This is one of my Favorites games . IF you love hidden object games you should play this
one . the puzzle are great and some little hard. The only this is kinda short but great story.. No saves, no list. Bye.. I love this
game, I really do but it is the most buggy piece of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I have ever played. If there was even
half the amount of the bugs it would be in my top 5 games of all time but since it doesn't I can't even recommend it.
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